Dear chess - friends,
I have my substratum's checked. Thereby I have different substratum's found. I question you,
whether the ICSC this have want. Otherwise I have for that no disposition more and would this
annihilate. Itsend following substratum's:
1)

program - haft from 3rd Deaf - chess - joust from 17. - 25.05.1958 in London (England)

2

bulletin number 1, 2, 3 and 5 the II. WM from 04. -16.09.1960 in Portoroz (Yugoslavia)

3)

bulletin number 1 and 3 the IV. Individual - WM from 08. - 18.05.1968 in Budapest
(Hungarians)

4)

bulletin the Team - WM from 05.-18.07.1970 in Turku (Finland)

5)

program - haft and bulletin number 1 from I. Europe - Cup from 20. - 22.04.1973 in Essen
(Germany)

6)

program - haft from II. Europe - Cup from 28. - 30.03.1975 in Göteborg (Sweden)

7)

invitation to the VII. Individual - WM from 03. - 15.08.197 nin Bilbao (Spain)

8)

congress-protocols:
III.
IV.
IX.
XI.
XII.
XIV.

- rom 24.-25.02.1956 in Warsaw (Poland)
- From 21.05.1958 in London (England)
- On 16.05.1968 in Budapest (Hungary)
- On 12.08.1972 in Leipzig (Germany)
- From 17.-18.08.1974 in Frederica (Denmark) - directory the delegated
- On 24.05.1978 in Oberstdorf (Germany)

7)

FIDE - Regulations - holder 1966

8)

translations of the Routing - saying of FIDE and ICSC "gens una sumus" and "ad
augustaby angusta" in German, English, Swedish and French

9)

information on the FIDE - exhibition "chess in the vicissitude of the times"

10)

correspondence with the FIDE (President Folke Rogard) - year 1968

11)

ICSC - Regulations for the enfranchisement of dignify - medals - year 1970 and by the
name of - list

12)

ICSC - members -countries - year 1973

13)

participants at the ICSC - Congresses of 1949 - 1976

14)

list the ICSC - assistant

15)

list the ICSC - entertainments (WM and Congresses) of 1974 - 1988

16)

list the ICSC - title of 1953 - 1962

17)

ICSC - long distance - chess of 1963 - 1980 (Regulations and participants)

Please are informing you me. With affable chess – greet

Heinz Meurer

